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The analysis entitled “The Expected Impacts of the Introduction of Online Cash Registers into the 

Taxi Industry” by the Institute for Economic and Enterprise Research (IEER) studies the 

possible effects of the obligatory use of online cash registers in the taxi industry. The analysis 

took the following aspects into consideration: the characteristics of the Hungarian and more 

specifically the Budapest taxi industry, the legal environment and economic theories on tax 

payer behaviour. 

The Hungarian government plans to turn the taxi industry into a white market by making 

the use of online cash registers mandatory from 2017, but the characteristics of the taxi 

industry make it very difficult to predict what effects this change will entail. In Hungary, the 

taxi industry can be split into two main different segments: the street market (the hailing 

segment) and the pre-book market (the pre-order segment). In case of the street market the 

unregulated market fails because there is no quality or price competition and this 

phenomenon is supported by several economic theories. In case of the pre-book market there 

is market competition, but there is no equilibrium achieved. In Europe, there are three main 

regulatory tools applied to eliminate market failures: indirect entry barrier (taxi license) (i), 

direct entry barrier (limiting the number of available taxi licenses) (ii), and price regulation 

(minimum, maximum or fixed rates) (iii). In Hungary, the indirect entry barrier is generally 

used, but local authorities have the freedom to apply the other two tools as well. In 

Budapest, for example, there is price regulation, too. 

According to experts’ estimates, a taxi driver in Budapest has 7-10 rides a day, and works 25-

26 days a month. Based on the aforementioned, the average monthly income of a taxi driver 

could be around HUF 550,000 (1800 Euros) and it could add up to a HUF 6,500,000 (21,000 

Euros) annual income. In Hungary, transport organisers would not usually act as taxi 

companies at the same time, thus the majority of the taxi drivers have a contract with a 

transport organizer firm as a sole trader or as a one-person company. The majority of these 

taxi drivers have a VAT-exempt status and they do their tax declaration on a fixed monthly 

basis. For the majority, it means HUF 50,000 (approx. 160 Euros) per month, because they 

belong to the group of small taxpayers’ itemized lump sum tax (“KATA”). Only those 

taxable entities can choose these two forms that do not earn more than 6 million forints 

(approx. 19,000 Euros) a year. In case of tax exempt status, the enterprise does not have the 

opportunity for a refund on advance tax payment. According to VAT regulations taxi drivers 

cannot ask for a VAT refund of their costs even if they do not opt for the tax exempt status; in 

this case they are to pay a 27% tax on their total income. The VAT law does not allow 

customers to reclaim the VAT on their taxi transport costs, either. If VAT became refundable, 

it would lower the corporate customers’ costs by more than one quarter, therefore in certain 

situations, it would mean a competitive advantage for taxi companies if they paid VAT. In 

the current regulatory environment taxi companies cannot capitalize on the advantages of 

being subject to VAT; they experience only the disadvantages of this. That is the reason why 

taxi companies choose the tax exempt status, and to comply with all the conditions is a 

significant aspect of their operation. Hidden income is characteristic of those taxi drivers 

whose annual income is higher than 6 million forints. According to certain estimates it could 

account to 70% of all the taxi drivers in Budapest. 
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In 2012 the Hungarian government decided on the introduction of the online cash registers 

connected to the tax authorities for the retail sector. In the retail sector the deadline to swap 

from traditional cash registers to online cash registers connected to the Tax Office (NAV) was 

August 31, 2014. In 2016 the government announced that they want to expand the scope of 

the use of the online cash registers. In accordance with this, from January 1, 2017 passenger 

transport service companies are to provide online data on their income for the authorities. 

The governmental rationale for this is that apart from other factors the introduction of fiscal 

online cash registers generated an increased VAT payment from the retail sector in the first 

half of 2014. It meant a 106 billion-forint (approx. 343 million Euros) higher contribution to 

the budget compared to the same period in the previous year. The aim of the introduction of 

the fiscal cash registers in the taxi industry is the same as that of the 2013 measures: to have a 

more effective control, to decrease tax evasion and to increase tax revenues. 

Nevertheless, the mandatory introduction of online cash registers in the taxi industry raises 

issues that were not needed to be considered when introduced in the retail industry. Among 

other difficulties there would be additional administrative work, technical inconveniences, 

and significant extra costs would arise if the online cash register should be used parallel with 

the taximeter that calculates the fare. The solution to the latter issue could be if taximeters 

were enabled to transmit online data to the Tax Office (NAV). Another problem is that 

because of the fixed price, taxi drivers in Budapest are to bear all the extra costs of the 

introduction of the online cash register; they cannot shuffle a part of the expenses off to the 

customers. One more significant aspect is that most of the taxi drivers do not pay VAT. That 

is the reason why it can be assumed that the impact of the measure on the taxi industry will 

be different from that of the other industries, it will be less apparent, and will be more 

difficult to predict. 

The mandatory use of the online cash registers makes the control of tax behaviour simpler 

and more efficient, but based on professional literature we cannot prognosticate what 

reaction can be expected from taxpayers, in our case from the taxi drivers. The possible 

increase of control could generate compliant behaviour with the new regulation, but at the 

same time it could also result in an increase in tax evasion and in a greater number of those 

leaving the industry. The final impact is questionable considering the several contradictory 

effects of the new regulation. On the societal level, it is unequivocal that the introduction of 

online cash registers means a technological development in tax supervision, but it does not 

necessarily mean that the societal gains would go beyond or would even cover the societal 

costs of the measure. 

Parameter modelling was used to estimate the possible effects of the introduction of online 

cash registers. The aim of the calculations is to estimate the impacts of the introduction of 

online cash registers on tax revenues, and what expenses or benefits the measure could 

generate assuming different reactions from the actors. The model does not provide an 

opportunity to forecast the possible consequences of the regulation. For a prognosis, the 

approximate value of the factors determining the output should at least be needed. 

Nevertheless, the model we created is adequate enough to a priori identify what factors 
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should be taken into account to be able to calculate the expected macroeconomic effects of 

the regulation. Based on the professional literature on tax behaviour ideal type cases have 

been described. The feasibility is not known, because there has been no research carried out 

that could support our study, and because of the same reason we must resort to several 

simplified assumptions. It is still worth summing up the possible outputs of the thought 

experiments, because that provides an opportunity to study what a priori possible effects of 

the expected governmental measure should be considered. The Open Model attached to the 

study can be used by anyone to estimate the direct and one period effect of the regulation in 

case of any favoured or plausible scenario. The parameters can freely be changed and thus, 

the User gets the modified output value (e.g. total tax revenue). 

In the Open Model the freely changeable parameters on the conditions before the regulation 

are the following: the annual income of the taxi drivers, the amount of small taxpayers’ 

actual tax (KATA) and their income cap, the tax rate (%) payable for the earnings beyond the 

income cap, VAT tax rate (%), the income cap of tax exempt status and other tax burdens 

related to operations. In addition, the number of groups based on taxi drivers’ tax behaviour 

(declaring their whole income, hiding their income above 6 million forints, and those hiding 

more than that) can be freely changed. Furthermore, the amount of their hidden income can 

be added to each and every group. The above parameters can be freely changed in the period 

after the regulation, apart from this the number of taxi drivers in the countryside, the price of 

the online cash register and the amount of the subsidy on online cash register purchase can 

be changed as well. The headcount of taxi drivers’ group based on their reactions to the 

regulation can also be freely changed: the number of those taxi drivers who do not change 

their behaviour, the number of those who decrease their time spent on taxi driving, the 

number of those leaving the taxi industry, the number of those who increase their hidden 

income1, the number of those who hide their whole income and the number of those who 

stop hiding their income. Furthermore, in case of every group the rate of the undeclared 

income can be determined. The rate of working time spent in the taxi industry after the 

regulation can also be compared to its rate before the regulation. 

The parameters of the Open Model calculate the governmental and the societal gains and 

losses related to the regulation. The former was defined as the difference in tax revenues 

before and after the regulation minus the government subsidy that was given to the actors to 

purchase the online cash registers. To calculate the final societal balance, the costs spent by 

taxi drivers on the purchase were also deducted. In the purchase costs taxi drivers from the 

countryside were also included. Additionally, the model based on the given parameters can 

calculate the hidden income, and the rate and the volume of tax evasion both before and 

after the regulation. 

 

                                                           
1 The study handled the reaction of those who increased the amount of their hidden income as a 

similar reaction to the fact that taxi drivers had the chance to opt for Uber until the summer of 2016. 
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The illustrative examples related to the situation before and after the regulation demonstrate 

the use of the Open Model. As mentioned previously, there are no factual data necessary for a 

reliable impact analysis, and that is the reason why the model examples cannot be 

considered as a prognosis; they just demonstrate the use of the model by introducing some 

ideal type situations. 

Four examples were examined from the period before the introduction of online cash 

registers: most taxi drivers hide approximately 10% of their income, the amount with which 

they exceed the 6 million-forint cap (E1); there is no income hidden (E2); the hidden amount 

of income is moderate (most of them hide the amount above 6 million forints) (E3); and a 

high level of income concealment (the majority conceal 30% of their income as an average) 

(E4). 

Four societal reaction types were assumed after the period of the introduction of online cash 

registers: taxi drivers do not dare to hide income, the rate of income concealment 

significantly decreases; except for the first (“would not change behaviour”) reaction type 

among the above six reaction types examples can be found where the distribution of the 5000 

taxi drivers in Budapest is even; there is no behavioural change assuming the slight rate of 

income concealment (10%) as an average; income concealment, or leaving the industry is the 

dominant reaction. Two behaviour types are believed to be plausible from the government: 

they introduce the online cash register, but they do not modify other laws; they introduce the 

online cash machine, and at the same time they ease the tax regulations related to taxi 

drivers, that is they reduce the 27% VAT to 15%, and they increase the amount of the tax-

exempt status from 6 million forints to 10 million forints per capita per annum. Thus, 

altogether eight examples were studied concerning the situation after the regulation with 

which different assumptions linked to possible outputs were illustrated. 

According to the assumptions of example E1 every taxi driver in Budapest conceals their 

income above 6 million forints. In this case the total tax revenue would be 3.25 billion forints 

(10.5 million Euros). Although the rate of concealed income is only 10%, the rate of tax 

evasion is the 75% of the whole payable tax (13 billion forints/42 million Euros). Example E2 

suggests no hidden income among the taxi drivers. The declaration of income above 6 

million forints and the money coming from penalty tax, and VAT contribute to a much 

higher tax revenue (13 billion forints/42 million Euros) than in the situation of the moderate 

or high level of income concealment. In the example E3 only 20% of the taxi drivers were 

believed to declare their real income. In this case the total tax revenue is much lower (5.2 

billion forints/16.8 million Euros) as a result of income concealment. The rate of concealed 

income is 12%, the rate of tax evasion is 60%. Example E4 demonstrates that the total tax 

revenue is the same (5.2 billion forints) in case of both high and moderate levels of income 

concealment, because according to the applied parameters the distribution of the rate of VAT 

payers and that of those having a tax-exempt status is the same as in example E3. But then 

the rate of concealed income is 20%. 
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The examples related to the changed situation after the introduction of online cash registers 

are the following: 

Example U1 – with an unchanged tax legislation background – assumes that the introduction 

of online cash registers would make market actors refrain from concealing their income. That 

is why the occurrence of income concealment behaviour, the rate of hidden income and the 

amount of tax evasion would significantly decrease (the latter would decrease to 25%). The 

model suggests a high expected increase in the tax revenues by 6.5 billion forints (21 million 

Euros). This could cover the governmental subsidies and the taxi drivers’ individual costs; 

thus, the balance would be positive from both governmental and societal aspects. 

Example U2 – with an unchanged tax legislation background – assumes that in Budapest, all 

5000 taxi drivers’ answer to the regulation would evenly be distributed among the five 

possible reactions. In this case the rate of tax evasion would be 70%. The expected tax 

revenue would grow with more than half a billion forints (1.6 million Euros), and that would 

cover governmental subsidies, but would not cover the taxi drivers’ individual expenses. 

Thus, for the government the balance would be positive, while for the whole society the 

balance would be negative. 

Example U3 – with an unchanged tax legislation background – assumes that taxi drivers will 

not change their behaviour because of the introduction of online cash registers, and all of 

them will have a lower, on average a 10% income concealment, which would mean a 75% tax 

fraud of the total tax revenue. In this case the tax revenue would not change, thus, the 

introduction of online cash registers would create only governmental and societal expenses, 

but would not generate any gains. 

Example U4 – with an unchanged tax legislation background – assumes that every taxi 

driver would change their behaviour and the typical reaction to the introduction of online 

cash registers would be a real or supposed exit from the market. This would mean that 

nobody would stop hiding their income, but some of them would further increase the rate of 

their hidden income, and a lot of them would leave the industry. In this case – since the 

number of taxpayers would decrease – the expected tax revenue would significantly 

decrease by more than one and a half billion forints (about 4.9 million Euros), the rate of tax 

evasion would increase to 88%. The result would be a negative balance for both the 

government and the society. 

Example U5 assumes an eased tax legislative background, that is the lowering of VAT to 15% 

in case of taxi drivers, and the increase of the cap of the tax-exempt status to 10 million 

forints (about 32,000 Euros). Furthermore, it is also assumed that the introduction of online 

cash registers would strongly hold the taxi drivers back from concealing their income. In this 

case the income concealment behaviour, the hidden income and the rate of tax fraud would 

drastically decrease (the latter to 15%). Because of the easing of the tax legislation the 

expected tax revenue would increase at a rather small rate, with only 0.4 billion forints 

(about 1.3 million Euros). Thus, it would cover neither the governmental subsidy nor the taxi 
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drivers’ individual costs, and the balance would be negative both for the government and 

the whole society. 

Example U6 – with an eased tax legislative background - assumes that in Budapest, all 5000 

taxi drivers’ answer to the regulation would have an even distribution among the five 

possible reactions, and everybody will change their behaviour. In this case the rate of tax 

evasion would be 49%, which would be a mean rate. Although taking the tax rate decrease 

into account, the expected tax revenue would drop by 1.1 billion forints (appr. 3.6 million 

Euros), and thus it would result in a negative balance for the government and the whole 

society. 

Example U7 – with an eased tax legislative background – assumes that taxi drivers would 

not change their behaviour because of the introduction of online cash registers, and all of 

them would hide their income at a relatively low average level of 10%, and it would mean a 

24% of tax fraud in the total tax revenue. In this case the tax revenue would not change, thus 

the introduction of online cash registers would only generate governmental and social costs 

without any profits. 

Example U8 – with an eased tax legislative background – assumes that taxi drivers would 

change their behaviour and the typical reaction to the introduction of online cash registers 

would be a real or supposed market exit. In this case because of the decrease in the number 

of taxpayers, the tax revenue would fall by 1.5 billion forints (4.9 million Euros) and the rate 

of tax evasion would increase to 62%. Thus, it would result in a negative balance for both the 

government and the whole society. 

As previously mentioned, the illustrative examples related to the situation before and after 

the regulation with some assumed ideal type situations demonstrate the use of the Open 

Model. 

The analysis suggests that the introduction of online cash registers will likely have no 

significant impact on the tax revenue paid by taxi drivers in the countryside. The costs of the 

nationwide launch should, therefore, be covered by the extra revenues from Budapest. Thus, 

the success of the regulation depends on how taxi drivers in Budapest will react to it. The 

results gained from the parameter estimations suggest that the spread of income declaration 

(black market would be reduced) would likely have positive consequences, and the higher 

the rate of income concealment before the regulation is assumed, the stronger this impact 

would be. Although, on the one hand, the spread of income concealment or market exit 

would result in the decrease of social prosperity. On the other hand, if a low level of income 

concealment is assumed in the situation before the regulation (current situation), the social 

impacts of the regulation would rather be negative, since the regulation could decrease the 

level of income concealment only to a lesser degree, while at the same time it would increase 

the supervision costs on a societal level. 


